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Three structural pressures behind South African AIDS denialism

(from Elite Transition, Afterword, 2005)

1) Parks Mankahlana, Mbeki’s main spokesperson, in March 2000 justified to 

Science magazine why the government refused to provide relatively inexpensive 

anti-retrovirals (ARVs) like Nevirapine to pregnant, HIV-positive women: ‘That 

mother is going to die and that HIV-negative child will be an orphan. That child 

must be brought up. Who is going to bring the child up? It’s the state, the state. 

That’s resources, you see.’

2) residual power of pharmaceutical manufacturers to defend their rights to 

‘intellectual property’, i.e., monopoly patents on life-saving medicines. This 

pressure did not end in April 2001 when the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers 

Association withdrew their notorious lawsuit against the South African 

Medicines Act of 1997. That Act allows for parallel import or local production, 

via ‘compulsory licenses’, of generic substitutes for brand-name anti-retroviral 

medicines. Big Pharma’s power was felt in the debate over essential drugs for 

public health emergencies at the November 2001 Doha World Trade 

Organisation summit, and ever since.



3) vast size of the reserve army of labour, for this feature of capitalism allows 

companies to replace sick workers with desperate, unemployed people instead of 

providing them treatment. 

Case: year-long study at Africa’s largest company, Anglo American Corporation. 

Anglo has 160,000 employees, of whom 21% are estimated to be HIV+. 

In June 2001, the Financial Times reported on Anglo’s ‘plans to make special 

payments to miners suffering from HIV/AIDS, on condition they take voluntary 

retirement.’ However, in addition to bribing workers to go home and die, Anglo 

told the FT, ‘treatment of employees with anti-retrovirals can be cheaper than the 

costs incurred by leaving them untreated.’ 

In August, Anglo’s vice president for medicine, Brian Brink, bragged in Business 

Day about a ‘strategy [which] involved offering wellness programmes, including 

access to anti-retroviral treatment.’ According to that report, ‘The company 

believed that the cost of its programmes would eventually be outweighed by the 

benefits its received in gradual gains in productivity, [Brink] concluded. Although it 

was indeed a risky strategy, it was the only one Anglo could pursue in the face of 

such human suffering.’ 



Then in October 2001, Anglo simply retracted its 

promise, once cost-benefit analysis showed that 146,000 

workers just weren’t worth saving. According to the FT, 

Brink ‘said the company’s 14,000 senior staff would 

receive anti-retroviral treatment as part of their medical 

insurance, but that the provision of drug treatment for 

lower income employees was too expensive.’ 

Brink explained the criteria for the fatal analysis: ‘[Anti-

retrovirals] could save on absenteeism and improved 

productivity. The saving you achieve can be substantial, 

but we really don’t know how it will stack up. We feel 

that the cost will be greater than the saving.’ 





What to price – and how?
Nancy Folbre (reviewed in Choice): “Children reside at the 

intersection of family and the state, the marketplace, and the 

past and future. Benefit-cost accounting of children is 

woefully inadequate, and society lacks consensus regarding 

who actually bears costs; what impacts private and public 

expenditures have on child outcomes; what optimal 

expenditures might be; and what cost-benefit apportionment 

rubric stakeholders should employ… The critical question is, 

who should pay for kids? The payees and benefit claimants 

are parents, earlier and subsequent familial generations, 

children themselves, and society via its government. What 

should hold these disparate groups together, Folbre implores, 

is the notion of moral obligation.”
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Africa must pay for its wildlife
26 SEP 1997 00:00 - STAFF REPORTER

Conservationist Richard Leakey pulled no punches in a recent debate in Gauteng, writes Fiona Macleod

There is a story about a randy young male ostrich who spots three female ostriches on the horizon and sets off after them. They are not at all interested in his advances and they run away, with the young 

male in hot pursuit. They keep running, but every time they look back, hes still after them.

Eventually, after he has chased them for many kilometres, the females tire of the game. They stop and promptly stick their heads in the sand. The young male, finally catching up with them, screeches to a 

halt in great confusion. Now what on earth happened to those three lovely girls? he ponders to himself before going on his way again.

Its a story that sprang to mind during a public debate last weekend on sustainable utilisation as a conservation strategy simply put, the theory that in order to survive, wildlife must pay its way. The 

decision in June by the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (Cites) to resume trade in ivory was prompted by three Southern African countries Zimbabwe, Botswana and Namibia 

which, like the three female ostriches, have buried their heads in the sand. South Africa, which supported their stand but did not play a direct role in the decision, is like the randy young male ostrich: it 

has lost the plot.

The topic of last weekends debate was Does wildlife have to pay to stay? Speaking in favour of sustainable utilisation of wildlife was John Hanks, former head of the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) 

and now executive director of the newly formed Peace Parks Foundation, which has ambitious plans to set up a numer of transfrontier reserves in Africa. Richard Leakey, Kenyas formidable 

palaeoanthropologist-cum-conservationist-

cum-politician, took up a stand against it and effectively blew giant holes in the sustainable-utilisation argument.

Leakey started out by berating the conservation authorities in post-isolation South Africa for ignoring the fact that they are now part of Africa and that their actions have an impact on the rest of the 

continent.

Robert Mugabe was unfortunately persuaded by dubious advisers to say at Cites that if a species is to stay, it must pay. It was an arrogant and irrelevant statement that deserves nothing but 

condemnation from people like you, he said to Hanks. It should not have been allowed to happen. It was a despicable, political statement about the value of a species that will cost us for years to come.

In his opening address at the debate, Hanks had painted a grim picture of Africa and its future. He argued that, given these circumstances, the only way to persuade African governments of the importance 

of preserving biodiversity is to attach an economic value to it.

Leakey replied: The only way to win this battle is to avoid the price tag ... I am not personally opposed to wildlife utilisation. But restricting it to private reserves run largely by Caucasians is like sitting on a 

time bomb that will go bang. Biodiversity must not be regarded as the preserve of the foreigner.

We mustnt make the mistake of excluding people from their land. One way to soften the inside/outside divide is to get into community involvement. This has become fashionable now.

But, having been a champion of sharing revenue with communities, I am now opposed to it. Poor people cannot be expected to make the right judgments about the protection of species. Communities 

must share resources ... but its not a question of asking them to get involved in managing national parks.

Boundaries [of national parks and reserves] must be kept intact and protected. We need to recognise that national parks are sacrosanct; they are not larders to be plundered ... and exploited by later 

corrupt governments.

We must get our priorities right: nature is invaluable. Biodiversity cannot be given a price. We must stop messing about with it from a sense of guilt.

It is unrealistic to think we will go forward by saying that species must pay to stay, given Africas present constructs. It is homo sapiens who must pay. The point is that species must stay, so we must pay.

Leakey mentioned fund-raising and taxation as two of the more obvious means of getting humankind to pay for conservation. Most Africans, he said, regard wildlife as an important resource that they 

would want their governments to look after and they would not object to taxes being dedicated to this end. Water, for example, is generally recognised as a natural resource of economic value, and 

people are prepared to pay for it.

Nature-based tourism, though capable of raising large sums of money, does not provide the total solution, he said, because much of the money ends up in private pockets and is not ploughed back into 

conservation. Ecotourism is never going to pay for the species to stay. There has to be another agenda.

Hanks pointed out that countries such as Zimbabwe simply do not have the money to dedicate to conservation. During his time at the head of WWF, he added, he had found that foreign donors often 

promise huge sums, but are short on delivery.

Leakeys response was that he had embarked on a fund-raising campaign when he was appointed head of the Kenya Wildlife Service. Within one year I had raised $300-million dollars ... The money is 

there. If you are struggling, perhaps you should revisit some of the issues I have raised during this debate.

Hanks said research had shown that management of protected areas costs about $200 per kilometre each year. But Leakey said this was an irresponsible figure: experience in the great parks of Kenya had 

shown that it could be reduced by 50% when the trade in ivory was banned, chiefly because poaching had virtually stopped.

He said Citess decision to resume the ivory trade was based on the argument that it was now possible to control the export of ivory. But control was not possible in the past when trade was legal about 

70% of the ivory leaving Africa was unaccounted for and there was no evidence that controls would be any better now.

Leakey challenged the South African conservation authorities to come up with more innovative ways to ensure that wildlife does not disappear in the new millennium. Or they too would stand accused of 

simply sticking their heads in the sand.











Water
The RDP's short-term aim is to provide every person with 

adequate facilities for health. The RDP will achieve this by 
establishing a national water and sanitation programme which 
aims to provide all households with a clean, safe water supply 
of 20 - 30 litres per capita per day (lcd) within 200 metres, an 
adequate/safe sanitation facility per site, and a refuse removal 
system to all urban households.

In the medium term, the RDP aims to provide an on-site supply of 
50 - 60 lcd of clean water, improved on-site sanitation, and an 
appropriate household refuse collection system. Water supply 
to nearly 100 per cent of rural households should be achieved 
over the medium term, and adequate sanitation facilities 
should be provided to at least 75 per cent of rural households.



Water
To ensure that every person has an adequate water supply, the 

national tariff structure must include the following:

• a lifeline tariff to ensure that all South Africans are able to 
afford water services sufficient for health and hygiene 
requirements;

• in urban areas, a progressive block tariff to ensure that the 
long-term costs of supplying large-volume users are met and 
that there is a cross-subsidy to promote affordability for the 
poor, and

• in rural areas, a tariff that covers operating and maintenance 
costs of services, and recovery of capital costs from users on 
the basis of a cross-subsidy from urban areas in cases of limited 
rural affordability.



RDP mandate became ANC ‘Free Basic Services’   
electoral promise, December 2000 

• In the context of municipal 
legitimacy problems: ‘ANC-
led local government will 
provide all residents with a 
free basic amount of water, 
electricity and other 
municipal services, so as to 
help the poor. Those who 
use more than the basic 
amounts will pay for the 
extra they use.’



David Harvey on the ‘right to the city’

the metropolis is now the point of massive collision—dare we 

call it class struggle?—over the accumulation by dispossession 

visited upon the least well-off and the developmental drive 

that seeks to colonize space for the affluent. One step towards 

unifying these struggles is to adopt the right to the city as 

both working slogan and political ideal, precisely because it 

focuses on the question of who commands the necessary 

connection between urbanization and surplus production and 

use. The democratization of that right, and the construction of 

a broad social movement to enforce its will is imperative if the 

dispossessed are to take back the control which they have for 

so long been denied, and if they are to institute new modes of 

urbanization. (New Left Review, 2008)



World Bank on markets in the city
Starting in the early 1990s, many developing country 

governments and donors adopted an ‘enabling markets’

approach to housing, based on policies encouraged by the World 

Bank. This approach focused reforms on securing land rights, 

providing access and cost recovery for infrastructure, and 

improving the balance sheets of housing institutions… By the 

mid-2000s, it became clear that the enabling markets approach 

was far too sanguine about the difficulties in creating well 

functioning housing markets where everyone is adequately 

housed for a reasonable share of income on residential land at a 

reasonable price. The general principles of enabling markets are 

still valid, but must be combined with sensible policies and 

pragmatic approaches to urban planning and targeted subsidies 

for the urban poor. (Systems of Cities, 2009)



Civil Society v State & Capital: 
lawsuit filed by Soweto 

activists and SA Coalition 
Against Water Privatisation 

against Johannesburg 
government (and by 
implication, Suez):

http://www.law.wits.ac.za/cals



Two core aspects of 
Mazibuko v Johannesburg case

• How much water?

– City of Joburg and Suez: 25 litres/capita/day

– Phiri activists, CAWP, CALS: 50 lcd

– High Court (Tsoka): 50 lcd

– Constitutional Court: ‘we don’t DO policy’ 

• What delivery mechanism?

– Joburg, Suez: pre-payment meters

– Phiri et al: credit meters (as in white areas)

– High Court: pre-payment meters are discriminatory

– ConCourt: no problem with pre-payment meters



Two routes for Mazibuko and 
fellow activists: in or out of the 

liberal-democratic-capitalist box

• Into the courts deploying Constitutional rights 

narrative

• Into the streets using pipe spanner

What does the ‘box’ suggest?

- liberal-capitalist context, World Bank, Suez

- Constitutional language, ANC reforms

- economic theory of water pricing



1) Neoliberal water pricing, 
according toThe Economist

• The Economist magazine July 2003 survey on water declares 
the central dilemma: ‘Throughout history, and especially 
over the past century, it has been ill-governed and, above all, 
collossally underpriced.’ 

• Identifying this problem, naturally begets this solution: ‘The 
best way to deal with water is to price it more sensibly,’ for 
‘although water is special, both its provision and its use will 
respond to market signals.’ 

• As for the problem of delivering water to the poor, ‘The best 
way of solving it is to treat water pretty much as a business 
like any other.’



World Bank
commodification of water

• ideological assertions: ‘the poor are willing and 
have the capacity to pay for services that are 
adapted to their needs… poor performance of a 
number of public utilities is rooted in a policy of 
repressed tariffs’

--World Bank & African Water Utilities Partnership, Kampala Statement, 2001;

• ‘Work is still needed with political leaders in some 
national governments to move away from the 
concept of free water for all… Ensure 100% 
recovery of operation and maintenance costs’

--Sourcebook on Community Driven Development in the Africa Region, 2000.



Declining private infrastructure 
investments in developing countries
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…with especially low levels in 
water/sanitation
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Degree of cost recovery

What's the
core structural problem?
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The thesis/anti-thesis



2) Water and ‘sustainable development’:

World Bank’s balanced rhetoric

• Pleasing philosophy: 

‘The strategy developed in this document is based on 
the principle that water is a scarce good with 
dimensions of economic efficiency, social equity, 
and environmental sustainability’
--African Water Resources, Washington, 1996

• The World Development Report 2004 on basic 

services makes eco-social concessions 

(though see critique at http://www.servicesforall.org) 



3) Environmental justice discourse: 

South Africa’s right to water
• 'everyone has the right to an 

environment that is not harmful to 

their health or well-being... everyone 

has the right to have access to... 

sufficient water’
– Bill of Rights, Constitution of the Republic of SA, 1996 – subject to

‘progressive realisation’ and budget constraints clauses



Lesotho/Johannesburg is a good site 
to assess these discourses

• Issue 1: the future of big dams like 
the Lesotho Highlands Water 
Project;

• Issue 2: commercialisation of 
municipal water;

• Challenge: linkage of issues and 
movements, so as to establish 
sound geopolitical analysis, leading 
to a coherent ‘red-green’  and 
urban-rural political strategy that is 
eco-feminist-social (not merely 
reformist), in addition to being 
technically competent.



Explicit water shortages anticipated
(scarcity is not merely a social construct) 



Key Johannesburg sites of  
pricing/privatisation debates

• redistribution from Sandton to Soweto also 
opposed by wealthy residents until 
Constitutional Court judgement, 1997

• Alexandra to Sandton contrasts in access to 
water: low pressure and disconnections 
versus hedonistic consumption – WB 
Inspection Panel protest, 1998

• ‘Fiscal crisis’ declared by Joburg Metro in late 
1990s, justifying ‘E.goli 2002’

• Anti-Privatisation Forum protests against 
disconnections, 2000s

• Phiri lawsuit (against pre-paid meters and 
6kl/month FBW) won in High Court by 
activists, 2008



Water in the townships:
world-famous

site of struggle



Most frequent citizen complaints
% of citizens that say issue is a ‘problem’

Source: City of Johannesburg – Jo’burg 2030



Businesses generally satisfied
Survey of 365 firms’ viewpoints on services

Source: City of Johannesburg – Jo’burg 2030



Johannesburg

Lesotho



Bulk water supply from Lesotho:
Satisfying Johannesburg’s thirst



Lesotho mega-dams
fraught with controversy

• Katse -- Africa’s largest dam at 185 m -- open in 
1998 (top), and Mohale still under construction 
(bottom);

• controversial scheme promoted by the World Bank 
during 1980s-90s, even in violation of anti-
apartheid financial sanctions;

• corruption in tendering: WB supported bribed 
official, initially refused to debar firms;

• ecological damage, ongoing displacement and 
resettlement problems, geopolitical tensions 
leading to 1998 SA invasion, etc.



Increase supply
or manage demand?

• the cost of Lesotho water to 

Jo’burg is quintuple that of 

existing sources… without pricing 

in eco-social damage

• alternative is to adopt faster-

rising tariff to penalise hedonistic 

overconsumption, fix leaks, 

impose water restrictions and 

rethink Jo’burg’s primate-city 

status



What about the ANC’s
‘free basic water’ promise?

• There are numerous reasons for what seems to 

be systemic sabotage of the ANC government’s 

‘free basic water’ promises (made in the 2000 

municipal election);

• One key reason, explored in the next slides, is 

the municipality’s choice of water tariffs, 

especially the slope of the tariff curve...



The precise wording of the 
ANC’s promise:

• ‘ANC-led local government will provide all 

residents with a free basic amount of water, 

electricity and other municipal services, so as 

to help the poor. Those who use more than 

the basic amounts will pay for the extra they 

use.’ (ANC campaign promise, 2000 municipal elections)



Two eco-social features of the 
‘free basic water’ promise:

• The promise is based on a ‘universal 
entitlement’ -- basic needs should be met 
(regardless of income), consistent with the 
Constitution’s Bill of Rights;

• The promise also means that those who 
consume more should pay more per unit
after the free basic supply, which promotes 
‘cross-subsidies’ (i.e., redistribution).



What choices do we have
when pricing water?

• Curve A is ‘short-run marginal cost 
curve’ for a utility (‘commodification’);

• Curve B is a typical ‘cost-plus markup’ 
tariff which aims to ‘get the prices 
right’ (avoid distorting the market) so 
as to attract privatisation investment;

• Curve C is the ‘eco-social justice tariff’ 
which combines a free lifeline, 
redistribution from high- to low-
volume users, and an incentive to 
conserve (i.e., the ANC promise): in 
short, ‘decommodification’.



World Bank advice to SA on 
pricing and privatisation

• promotion of privatisation & low standards in (1994-95 

Municipal Infrastructure Investment Framework) 

• advice that free lifeline water should be 
avoided because it ‘may limit options with 
respect to tertiary providers--in particular 
private concessions much harder to establish’ 
… so instead, price water according to cost, 
and establish a ‘credible threat of cutting 
service’
– ‘Water Pricing and Management: World Bank Presentation to the SA Water 

Conservation Conference’, 2 October 1995



Pushing privatisation, World Bank 
fails to incorporate public goods:

• positive externalities of publicly provided water:

– public health (water-borne disease mitigation);

– gender equity;

– environmental protection;

– economic multipliers;

– desegregation through standardised services;

• only state/society have an interest in positive outcome, 

not private supplier;



Pushing privatisation, World Bank 
fails to incorporate other factors:

• water infrastructure is classical natural monopoly, and 

suffers ‘lumpiness’ of investment -- making private sector 

less suitable;

• difficulty of regulation given weakness of state, and long 

history of water-sector corruption;

• crises in African state water sector due not to intrinsic 

public sector incapacity, but instead to 

– 1980s-90s state-destroying structural adjustment,

– corrupt bureaucrats (in lieu of capitalist class formation),

– weak trade unions and

– disempowered consumers/communities.



How important was
World Bank’s 1990s advice?

• Staff report that 

involvement in ‘market-

related pricing’ was 

‘instrumental in 

facilitating a radical 

revision in SA’s approach’ 

to water…



To pay for Lesotho dams, those using less 
water suffered higher price increases



The triple irony of Joburg
water supply and demand:

• Poor people weren’t the reason for Johannesburg’s 

overconsumption of water (requiring the LHWP 

dams);

• rich people barely noticed their water bill increasing 

by a slight amount during the late 1990s, and hence 

did not conserve water; so

• when the LHWP dams were built and costs passed 

to consumers, the poor suffered unprecedented 

price increases and -- when they couldn’t pay --

disconnections! 



Disconnections still a
national epidemic

• 275 000 families (approximately 1,5 million 
people) in 2003 disconnected due to 
inability to pay water bills, admits lead 
state water official

• Mike Muller, ‘Keeping the Taps On,’ Mail & Guardian, 25 June 2004.



In July 2001, Jo’burg adopted a 
‘convex’ (not concave) tariff to reward 

big customers
Lowest consumption block is only 

6,000 liters/month, which is 

meant for a whole household 

(including backyard shack 

dwellers);

most low-income families are larger, 

so bias favours wealthy, smaller 

families;

in July 2003, rates changed, with 

second block rising 32% and 

higher blocks up only 10%.



If Jo’burg officials tried, concave
tariff would raise more revenues 

from hedonistic consumers

For family of 10 (blue line), a 
larger free lifeline, and smaller 
increases at lower consumption 
levels; 

for high-volume consumption, 
dramatic increases so as to curb 
consumption;

same principle applies to cross-
subsidy between commercial 
customers and households.



Joburg Water tariff changes:
very high for second block





Johannesburg changes water tariffs, 2008



Johannesburg changes water tariffs, 2008
• very bad for Joburg to rely on failed indigency 

register. A huge group of people will not be 

included, such as those without formal papers, and 

those victimised by the stigmatisation process;

• very bad to lose universal free services for all, a 

violation of the ANC's 2000 municipal election 

promise that says "All residents" will receive free 

services;

• it's useless to only increase water prices by only 1-

3% for consumption above 15 kl/hh/month



Johannesburg attempts to save water:

1) ‘Pre-paid meters’
• R342 ($57) million 5-year ‘Gcin’amanzi’ plan aims at ‘self-

disconnection’ as solution to durable non-payment problems, 

in low-income townships;

• pilots in Soweto and Orange Farm (but this technology not 

found in mainly-white suburbs);

• pre-paid meters declared illegal in Britain (as a public health 

threat) in 1998, and challenged in SA courts;

• High Court Judge Moroa Tsoka (30/4/08) accused city of racism by 

imposing credit control via prepayment “in the historically poor black 

areas and not the historically rich white areas”. Meter installation 

occurred “in terms of colour or geographical area”, and community 

consultation process was “a publicity stunt” characterised by a “big 

brother approach”.  



‘Prepayment meters’ endorsed 
by Constitutional Court, Oct 2009

• “the ordinary meaning of ‘discontinuation’ is that 

something is made to cease to exist. The water supply does 

not cease to exist when a pre-paid meter temporarily stops 

the supply of water. It is suspended until either the 

customer purchases further credit or the new month 

commences with a new monthly basic water supply 

whereupon the water supply recommences. It is better 

understood as a temporary suspension in supply, not a 

discontinuation.”



Johannesburg attempts to save water:

2) ‘Ventilated Improved Pitlatrines’

• Johannesburg Water’s objection to installing full sewage is 
ongoing operating expense: 12 litres per flush of conventional 
toilets;

• installation of Ventilated Improved Pitlatrines (VIPs) agreed 
upon by Jo’burg’s ‘Transformation Lekgotla’ in June 1999 
without public participation;

• R15 million worth of pit latrines budgeted (from privatisation 
revenues such as veg market/airport);

• officials failed to factor in the environmental or public health 
implications of E.coli flooding through the Jukskei River, and 
into the water table of Sandton.



Thanks to overpriced water, 

ecological blowback:

• Sandton newspaper warns 
of high water table and 
inadequate  informal 
settlement sanitation during 
2000-01 cholera epidemic;

• cynics took opportunity to 
relabel the Jo’burg 
privatisation plan ‘Igoli 
2002’ as ‘E.coli 2002’ in the 
run-up to the World Summit 
on Sustainable 
Development, Aug.’02.



Johannesburg attempts to save water:

‘Ventilated Improved Pitlatrines’

• Notwithstanding dangers, according to JW business 
plans, company intends to construct 6 500 VIPs 
from 2003 to 2006 in several informal settlements. 

• World Bank advocated this method of sanitation in 
South Africa for 20% of all citizens (in 1995 Urban 
Infrastructure Investment Framework), on grounds 
that if people are too poor to pay cost-recovery 
tariffs for water, they should be denied the 
opportunity to flush.



Johannesburg attempts to save water:

3) ‘Shallow sewers’
Sewer pipes are regularly blocked with excrement, not by accident but as a 

matter of deliberate cost-savings;

JW provides ‘Maintenance Procedure’ instructions for unfortunate residents:
• -- Open all inspection chambers 

• -- Wear gloves

• -- Remove all solids and waste from the inspection chambers

• -- Do a mirror test for each chamber-to-chamber section

• -- If waste material is found in a section, bring in the tube from the upstream inspection chamber until it comes 
into contact with the obstruction

• -- Block off the outlet from the downstream inspection chamber with a screen that allows water to pass 
through but not solids 

• -- Push the tube until the material is moved to the downstream inspection chamber 

• -- Wear gloves and remove waste material by hand 

• -- Pour a large quantity of water through the section between the two inspection chambers and check for 
cleaning

• -- Repeat the mirror test 

• -- Close the inspection chambers

• -- Inspection chambers must be kept closed at all times except during cleaning operations



Dangers of commodified water/sanitation:

Jo’burg’s socio-political blowback
Protests occur regularly in Soweto, Orange Farm and 

other townships;

SA Municipal Workers fought Igoli 2002 privatisation 

(20,000 members in November 1999 

demonstration);

Jo’burg Anti-Privatisation Forum regularly reconnects 

water and electricity;

mass opposition to pre-paid meters;

Phiri activists launch  lawsuit against JW: 

http://www.law.wits.ac.za/cals/phiri/index.htm

active APF solidarity with Accra Campaign Against 

Privatisation against Rand Water.



Lessons from Mazibuko

• Use rights narrative purely for defensive purposes

(injunctions against disconnections), not to change 

policy (Critical Legal Studies ‘contingency’ theory)

• Use rights narrative for social education and 

mobilisation (Treatment Action Campaign) but 

beware demobilisation potential

• For real relief: self-reconnection, turning meters 

into ‘statues’, ‘commoning’ and mutual aid, social 

protest





Durban as a case study of water 
commodification 



Durban water data



Durban water data



Durban water data



Durban: three income groups with very 
different consumption patterns (2003)

Source: Reg Bailey and Chris Buckley 
(2004), ‘Modelling Domestic Water 
Tariffs’, UKZN.



Durban: lowest-income 1/3 of paying customers 
cut back consumption by 1/3 as price doubled

Source: Reg Bailey and Chris Buckley (2004), 
‘Modelling Domestic Water Tariffs’, UKZN.

1997 1997

2004
2004



Durban: change in real water tariff – Free 
Basic Water applied in 1998-99

Source: Reg Bailey and Chris Buckley (2004), 
‘Modelling Domestic Water Tariffs’, 
UKZN.



Durban: lowest-income 1/3 cut back 
consumption dramatically as price doubled 

in real terms

Source: Reg Bailey and Chris Buckley (2004), 
‘Modelling Domestic Water Tariffs’, UKZN.

1997 1997

2004
2004



2006 UN report 

shows Durban to 

have highest 

price for second 

block of water 

amongst sample 

of Third World 

cities



2008 CALS/Cohre report shows Durban to extremely convex tariff curves 

amongst major SA cities



2008 CALS/Cohre report shows Durban (full pressure) had second-highest 

2nd block price, after ‘Maritzburg



2008 CALS/Cohre report shows Durban to have second-highest 12 

kl/hh/month charge, after ‘Maritzburg



2008 CALS/Cohre report shows Durban (semi-pressure) ties as least-

generous cross-subsidisation to ‘indigent’ for 12kl: zero



2008 CALS/Cohre report shows Durban disconnects 
rapidly upon nonpayment:

“Only one municipality - eThekwini – provided us with 
figures on disconnections. According to this information, 
between October 2007 and March 2008, eThekwini has 

issued 20,669 water disconnection notices. Of these, 
15,106 households have been disconnected and the 

remaining households have had water restricting devices 
installed, as opposed to being outright disconnected.”



2008 CALS/Cohre report:

“In eThekwini, when a person falls into arrears the 
notification is printed on the account, providing a toll-free 
help line and information of offices where the account can 

be paid. If there is no response from the customer, the 
water supply is restricted to a flow of 1 litre per minute. 

Flow restrictors are installed in the water connections of all 
domestic customers who have not paid for water for 60 

days and who owe the Council more than R110 for water 
used. If people tamper with the flow restrictor, the 

connection is completely removed and a standpipe is 
installed at the closest municipal premises to allow for the 

provision of FBW.”



As a result of new households, 
Durban leads SA in declining supply 

of in-house water:
1996 (62%) -2004 (50%)

Source: SA State of the Cities Report, p.3-36



Durban’s growing population without 
adequate sanitation:

2001 (30%) -2004 (32%)

Source: SA State of the Cities Report, p.3-38



Durban was 

worst of 

SA’s big 

cities on 

some 

sanitation 

and waste 

disposal 

measures

(Source: SA Cities 

Alliance)
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Durban was 

worst of 

SA’s big 

cities on 

water and 

sanitation 

access, by 

far

(Source: SA 

Cities Alliance)



Durban’s

‘sanitation belt’

bad memories: equal

access to water?



Urine Diversion (UD) toilet: water-saving 

ecologically appropriate, inexpensive, safe
- but needing a critique (by MamaDudu Khumalo)



Urine Diversion toilet: a neoliberal loo?


